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PREFACE 

The series of manuals on techniques describes procedures for planning and ex- 
ecuting specialized work in water-resources investigations. The material is 
grouped under major subject headings called “Books” and further subdivided 
into sections and chapters. Section A of Book 3 is on surface water. 

The unit of publication, the Chapter, is limited to a narrow field of subject 
matter. This format permits flexibility in revision and publication as the need 
arises. Chapter Al3 deals with the computation of continuous records of stream- 
flow. 

Provisional drafts of chapters are distributed to field offices of the U.S. 
Geological Survey for their use. These drafts are subject to revision because of 
experience in use or because of advancement in knowledge, techniques, or equip- 

, ment. After the tecl-mique described in a chapter is sufficiently developed, the 
chapter is published and is for sale by the U.S. Geological Survey Books and 
Open-File Reports Section, Federal Center, Box 25425, Denver, CO 80225 (au- 
thorized agent of Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office). 

Reference to trade names, commercial products, manufacturers, or 
distributors in this manual constitutes neither endorsement by the Geological 
Survey nor recommendation for use. 
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COMPUTATION OF CONTINUOUS RECORDS OF STREAMFLOW 

By E. J. Kennedy 

Abstract 

Records of continuous streamflow, published in the U.S. 
Geological Survey annual Water Data Reports for the 
States and territories. are computed from field data, mainly 
discharge measurements and recorder charts or tapes. This 
manual describes the computation procedures used and 
some details of related field operations. It was compiled 
mostly from unpublished Water Resource Division district 
manuals edited and supplemented to emphasize digital- 
recorder and associated computer use. Methods used 
primarily for graphic-recorder gaging stations and non- 
recording gages are also included. Reference is made to 
other publications for some of the more specialized or unu- 
sually complex procedures. 

Introduction 
Records of continuous streamflow in the U.S. 

Geological Survey annual Water Data Reports 
for the States and territories, which are also 
stored in various computer formats, are com- 
puted from field data, mainly discharge- 
measurement notes and water-stage recorder 
tapes or charts. This manual, in the Techniques 
of Water Resources Investigation (TWRI) 
series, describes the most commonly used com- 
putation processes. A published continuous- 
streamflow record consists of two parts: (1) the 
manuscript station description which contains 
statements concerning the location of the gag 
ing station, drainage area, records available, 
gage details, average discharge, summary of 
revisions, extremes of stage and discharge, and 
a description of any abnormal conditions and 
(2) a table of daily discharges with monthly and 
annual statistics. Only the procedures used to 
compute the daily&charge table, minimum 
flow, and peaks are covered herein. 

The streamflow-record processing methods 
described in this manual have evolved under 
USGS leadership during the last century from a 
variety of methods described by Follansbee 
(1938) and used by a few pioneer hydrographers 
throughout the Western World prior to 1890. A 
USGS camp was established at Embudo, N. 
Mex., in 1889 to investigate, modify, and stand- 
ardize stream-gaging methods. The Embudo 
work was the foundation for the present sys- 
tematic stream gaging in the United States. 
Refinements have been added over the years as 
high-water measuring equipment and reliable 
water-stage recorders have become available, 
and automatic data processing (ADP) has been 
adapted to hydrography. Standard forms for 
listing and plotting the data were adapted, and 
general instructions for record computation 
were circulated. This material, combined with 
procedures best suited to local conditions, was 
described in handbooks prepared and periodi- 
cally updated by several USGS districts. Se 
lected portions of the district handbooks and 
other unpublished material, edited and supple 
mented for broader application, comprise much 
of this manual. All of the processes described 
are typical of the state-of-the-art in 1982 but 
may require modification to fit local conditions. 
Reasonable standardization of processes is 
recommended, but innovation and the devel- 
opment of improved processes are strongly 
encouraged. 

The procedures outlined in this manual apply 
to field data collected by using the methods de 
scribed in the other TWRI manuals in Book 3, 
listed at the front of this manual, and in Water- 
Supply Paper 2175 (Rantz and others, 1982). 
Hydrographers must be familiar with at least 
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2 TECHNIQUES OF WATER-RESOURCES INVESTIGATIONS 

the parts of these publications and the National 
Water Data Storage and Retrieval System 
(WATSTORE) manuals (WATSTORE User’s 
Guide volumes 1 and 5) that apply to any 
streamflow records they are computing. A pro 
grammable calculator is particularly useful for 
many of the computations involved. 

The field data used to compute a station 
record are (1) an up-to-date field-station descrip- 
tion giving the site details; (2) a summary of the 
results of all gage-checking levels that have 
been run at the site; (3) a list of all discharge 
measurements that have been made at the site; 
(4) the field notes describing channel conditions 
during the current period; and (5) the water- 
stagerecorder charts, punched-paper tapes, or 
gage observer’s readings and notes for the cur- 
rent period. Weather records and records for 
nearby gaging stations are also used for most 
discharge records. 

Record computation is usually done in eight 
basic steps in sequence: (1) determining the 
datum and gageheight corrections that apply 
to gage readings; (2) listing the current dis- 
charge measurements and plotting them along 
with relevant past measurements on an appro 
priate rating curve sheet; (3) developing the dis- 
charge rating; (4) computing the daily mean 
gage heights; (5) computing the discharge 
figures from. the daily mean gage heights by 
using the discharge rating (in two steps, a pri- 
mary computation and an update, for digital- 
recorder stations); (6) estimating the daily dis- 
charges for periods of inapplicable or missing 
gageheight record; (7) preparing a narrative 
description of the computations, (station 
analysis); and (8) carrying out procedures to 
assure quality control of the records. The use of 
this sequence of steps prevents a revision to the 
work by the checker in any step from affecting 
the previous work. 

The quality of a streamflow record at a given 
site and its ease of computation are closely 
related to the skill exercised in the fieldwork. 
This skill is greatly enhanced when the hydrog- 
rapher has parallel office computation and field 
experience and by formal training and career 
development programs. Most record-collection 
work is done according to a management plan 
set by each district, by personnel assigned to a 
datacollection unit. The unit is usually directed 

by a hydrographer supervisor whose duties may 
include the scheduling of fieldwork and office 
work, post-field-trip debriefings for the contin- 
uous evaluation of field data, the supervision of 
the computation of records, career development 
including both on-thejob and formal training of 
the staff, and an annual inspection of each gag- 
ing station. Most Geological Survey offices 
have access to the central computer facility 
through a local terminal and the WATS’TORE 
system. A growing number (in 1982) of offices 
also have minicomputers used to process the 
digital-recorder tapes, and the details of s’ome of 
their procedures differ from those described in 
this m,anual. A data-collection unit’s work often 
jncludes some collateral datacollection duties 
involving ground water, sediment, and the 
chemical and bacteriological quality of the 
streamflow; and its staff may be augmented 
during flood periods by personnel from. other 
organizational units. 

Field Data Requirements 
The field station description contains infor- 

mation needed to help shape the ratings, rank 
lmajor floods, investigate abnormalities in the 
record, and write the manuscript station 
description. Leveling is used to monitor gage- 
datum changes and to compute corrections to 
ithe gage readings. Discharge measurements are 
wed to define the discharge rating and shift ad- 
justments. The gageheight record, with the dis- 
charge rating and shift adjustments, is used to 
compute the daily discharges and peak flows. 

Field-station description 

Prepare a description on standard form 9-197 
<as soon as the gaging station is establishcd. Use 
the outline and headings given in figure 1. Keep 
the description up to date with “pen-and-ink” 
changes until it becomes cluttered and must be 
rewritizm. File superseded field descriptions for 
future reference. Figure 2 illustrates the recom- 
mended format for a typical description of an 
ordinary gaging station. 
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Location.--Lat-long.; land-line location (public-land surveyed states); county; distance from bridges, dams, falls, 
highways, tributaries, towns, etc.; and river Imile or distance from mouth. 
logs for normal and high water access. 

How reached. Give highway routes and road 
Same information for slope station auxiliary gage. 

Establishment.--Date of first record published by U.S.G.S. that is equivalent to present record, and the name of 
the organization tnat installed the gage. 

Drainage area.--Size of total area, size and type of noncontributing area, source of figures, method of computation, 
coordination information, and name of coordinating agency 

*.--0ecription. manufacturer and type of recorder, gage heights of components (intakes, doorsills, maximum 
recordable stage, shelter roof, etc.), principal gage, reference gage, description and location of outside gage and 
other supplementary gages, unusual features of equipment, elevation (or altitude) of gage datum above N.G.V. Datum. 
Same information for a slope-station auxiliary gage. 

History.--Brief descriptions, in chronological order by date of start of record collection, of all gages with 
equivalent records operated at or near the site. Include major additions or changes to the equipment. 

Reference and benchmarks.--Include at least three and no more than five RM's for a base gage, no more than three 
for a slooe-station auxiliarv qaqe, and one for a suoolementarv site. Describe RM and its location fullv. Show latest 
elevatlon'above gage datuln at ihe time the description IS prepared and note the most permanent mark. Name and number 
of I~GS or U.S.G.S. benchmark used for N.G.V.D. tie, its latest published or listed elevation above N.G.V.D., the 
adjustment or datum date, and its elevation above gage datum. 

Channel and control.--Character (rock, sand, gravel, clean, vegetation prone, permanent, shifting, etc.) and 
alignment of channel in the gage vicinity, character of banks and stage when overflow starts on each bank, extent of 
overflow at a specific high stage for each bank, the character of the flood plain, and number of channels at high and 
low stage. 

Character, type, and location of low-water and high-water controls, sensitivity to ice effect, permanency, and any 
special conditions. 

Discharge measurements.--Location, maximu: depth (gage height + ft), and velocities at the best wading sections 
and the high-water Imeasuring sections. Measuring conditions, anticipated accuracy, and special hazards. Location of 
culverts or bypass sections riot evident during floods. Stage of the start of road overflow irl the measurinq section. 
Alternate high-water Imeasuring sites, stored boats or equipment, special measurinq oroblems or methods. For cableways; 
safety precautions, location, type and heigh t of A-frames or towers, size of anchorages, length, diameter and type of 
cable, type of connectors (sockets, clips, etc.), unloaded sag, sag marks on A-frames, stationing, and initial point. 
For bridges; safety precautions, bridge occupancy limitations by police or highway officials, location, stationing 
details, horizontal angle coefficients. For boat ranqes; safety precautions, width, permanent alignment or 
triangulation targets, availability of boats, etc. 

Give the locations of any sites that have been used for slope-area, contracted-opening, or other indirect measure- 
lments or of sites that appear promising for the purpose. 

Floods.--Narration of historic data search, (date, name of investigator, names of sources of information, nature 
of information, authority of informant, etc.). Interpretation of information. Include all historic floods, but only 
the notable ones within the period of station operation. 

Point of zero flow.--Location, gage height, probable accuracy, permanency. Recommend frequency of observations 

Winter flow --Ice effect likely to be more severe or less than at other stations in the area. Why? 

Regulation and diversion.--Location, description, and probable effect of dams, lakes, power plants, reservoirs, 
swamps, unusual land use, above or just below the station. If the station is one of several on a regulated stream, 
refer to the next gage upstrealn and describe in detail only those regulations and diversions between the gages. 

Accuracy.--Anticipated accuracy, with all equipment working, for the different seasons and ranges of flow. 

Cooperation.--Each agency involved, the proportion of its support (financial and technical), and the dates. 

Sketch.--Page size sheet with enough detail to enable one unfamiliar with the locality to reach the station, park 
a vehicle, and locate principal features with minimum effort. Include gage, measuring sections, and any paths or 
trails used to reach them. An additional large scale sketch may be needed to illustrate an obscure site. 

Photographs.--File with photographs of principal features (close view of gage and shelter, general view showing 
control, measuring equipment, etc., and stereo slides of the channel). 

Observer.--Name, address, phone number, occupation, place where usually contacted during the day, gage duties. -~ 
and rate of pay. 

FIGURE l.-Outline of a field-station description. 
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FIGURE P.-Sample field-station description-Continued. 

Gaging-station levels 

A gagesupporting structure, such as a well, 
may settle causing the gage to read too high; or 
the structure may be lifted by frozen ground 
making the gage read too low. These and other 
types of gage errors may accumulate over 
several years and, if neglected, affect the rat- 
ings or distort the relative heights of recorded 
floods. The errors can be measured by running 
periodic gaging-station levels, with standard 
surveying methods and equipment, between the 
gage and reference marks on stable ground. 
Gages can be reset, or their readings can be ad- 
justed by applying corrections based on the 
levels. Levels are also used to measure the 
elevation of the gage datum above National 
Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) where a 
bench mark is within a reasonable distance 
(usually a few miles). Levels to NGVD are par- 
ticularly desirable when there is probable need 
for transfer of data by profile. Examples of pro 
bable needs include (1) evaluation of risk to 

property in a flood-prone area; (2) design of near- 
by highways; and (3) development of basin 
models. Where levels are impractical, determine 
the approximate altitude of the gage from a 
map or with an aneroid barometer. 

Gaging-station leveling is exacting work 
thoroughly described in the Manual for Level- 
ing at, Gaging Stations in North Carolina by 
Thomas and Jackson (1981), which covers 
scheduling of levels, precision, accuracy, instru- 
ment adjustment, adjustment of leveling errors, 
tabulation of results, and general concepts. Use 
that manual or a version of it modified to fit 
local conditions, for all gaging-station levels. 

Manual for Leveling at Gaging Stat:ions in 
North Carolina contains several example,s of ac- 
ceptable level-note format and tabulation of 
results. Figure 3 illustrates a format where the 
level notes are on the back side of a special form 
(fig. 3B) and the adjustments and results are on 
the front side (fig. 3A). A format similar to this 
is recommended, but the use of any logical and 
checkable method of keeping, adjusting, and 
listing notes is normally acceptable. The gage 
checking levels are usually run to thousandths 
of a foot, and those for the NGVD tie are usu- 
ally run to hundredths of a foot. 

Tabulate the results of all complete gaging- 
station-level sets ever run at the site and also 
any partial gage checks made without, levels 
and used to reset the principal gage. Use a for- 
mat siiar to that in figure 4 or the generally 
similar format illustrated in the Manual for 
Leveling at Gaging Stations in North Carolina. 
The tabulation is designed to be a concise his- 
tory of all levels and changes to gages and will 
be the basis for computation of datum and gage 
height corrections as explained in a subsequent 
section of this manual. The tabulation, once pre 
pared, is updated each year by the addition of 
the results of any gage-checking activities. The 
tabulation should be checked before it is used. 

Discharge measurements 

Discharge-measurement notes, ordinarily 
computed at the gaging-station site, require 
some checking before the results can be Iisted 
and used to develop the discharge rating. 
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Water Resources Division policy prior to 
1961 called for complete checking of every com- 
putation in each discharge measurement. The 
policy was changed as a result of a study that 
showed selective checking to be adequate and 
much less time consuming than complete check- 
ing. The currently approved practice is to check 
every measurement for (1) agreement between 
the computed mean gage height and the cor- 
rected recorded gage height or, for nonrecording 
stations, the observer’s readings; (2) correct ad- 
dition of the partial widths and discharges and 
agreement of the total width with the stationing 
of the water’s edges; (3) possible error wherever 
the partial discharge changes substantially 
without a corresponding change in width, 
depth, or velocity; and (4) consistent relation of 
inside mean gage heights to outside gage read- 
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ings. Check every computation in a discharge 
measurement that (1) varies from the rating de- 
fined by previous and subsequent measure- 
ments by more than 10 percent; (2) is the only 
measurement defining a substantial portion of a 
rating; (3) was computed by a hydrographer in 
the early stages of training; (4) was made during 
a noteworthy flood; or (5) is selected by the 
hydrographer in charge. Normally, less than 10 
percent of the measurements for a station are 
completely checked. 

Gage-height record 
Assemble the gageheight record for the 

water year or other period for which the dis- 
charge record will be computed. The gage- 
height record, as brought in from the field, is a 
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FIGURE 4.-Gaging-station-level summary. 

series of 16 channel punched-paper tapes (fig. 5), 
graphic-recorder charts (fig. 6), or the books con- 
taining the observer’s original readings of a 
nonrecording gage (fig. 7). Other important 
parts of the gageheight record include the notes 
concerning gage repairs and resetting, and 
reports of contacts with the observers of non- 
recording gages that give evaluations of their 
work. These notes are normally written in the 
spaces provided on the dischargemeasurement 
front sheets. The datacollection unit supervisor 
usually scrutinizes the gage-height records and 
discusses them with the hydrographer during 
the post-field trip debriefing. The evaluation in- 
cludes checking that the recorded peaks agree 
with high-water marks, that the timer operated 
continuously, that the outside-inside gage rela- 
tion was normal, and that any doubtful looking 
record has been investigated and its appearance 

was either satisfactorily explained or its cause 
was corrected. Compare the starting gage 
height of each tape or chart with the ending 
gage height of the preceding record and recon- 
cile any differences before proceeding to the 
next :3tep. At this stage of the processing, the 
gageheight record may require the application 
of certain corrections before it can be ,used to 
compute the discharge record. 

Datum and Gage-Height 
Corrections 

A correction applied to gage readings to com- 
pensate for the effect of settlement or uplift of 
the gage is usually measured by levels and is 
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called a “datum correction.” A similar correc- 
tion applied to compensate for a short-term oc- 
currence (leaking float, slipped clamp, leakage 
or evaporation of antifreeze oil’, and similar oc- 
currences) is called a “gageheight correction.” 
These short-term corrections can be measured 
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by levels or based on comparison of the readings 
of different gages. All corrections to the gage 
height record are called datum corrections in 
automatic data processing usage. 

Bubble gages and certain wireweight gages 
have individual calibration errors that vary 
with stage and in some csses with temperature. 
Analysis of these errors is complex and rarely 
worthwhile. If calibration errors are disre 
garded, the rating will ordinarily compensate 
for them with no consequential effect on the dis- 
charge record. However, calibration error cor- 
rections may be necessary if they apply to a 
slopestation record or a bubble gage on a’ 
stream with very high and variable sediment 
concentration. 

Inside each gaging-station well, one of the 
gages, separate from the recorder and least 

prone to accidental datum changes and atten an 
electric-tape or insidestaff gage, is desiiated 
as the “reference gage.” Its main purpose is to 
furnish occasional independent water-surface 
elevations to monitor the accuracy of the other 
inside gages. Another gage, preferably a re 
corder component such as the digital recorder 
dial ac the perforated float tape that drives a 
graphic recorder is designated as the “principal 
gage.“’ Principal gage readings determine the 
inside mean gage heights of the discharge 
measurements and are used to set the graphic- 
recorder pen. Bubble gage counters and the 
dials of digital recorders over small&meter (3 
to 6 in) wells are principal gages usuall~y set to 
agree with an outside reference gage at low 
water when drawdown and calibraton errors are 
smallest. A slope station has a “base gage” 
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similar to an ordinary gaging station and gen- 
erally one “auxiliary gage” some distance away. 

The sum of the datum and gageheight correc- 
tions may be applied directly to the principal 
gage readings, disregarded, or, with extremely 
unstable ratings, absorbed into the shift ad- 
justments (gage-height adjustments used to 
compensate for discharge rating shifts and 
described in detail later). The option used de 
pends on the magnitude of the correction, the 
sensitivity and permanence of the rating, and 
whether the corresponding gage error occurred 
suddenly or gradually. Corrections as small as 
0.01 ft are usually applied where the low-water 
control is a permanent weir and zero flow oc- 
curs. If the sum of datum and gageheight cor- 
rections during the year does not exceed 0.02 ft 
(and the principal gage was not reset, these cor- 
rections are usually disregarded. 

Corrections that are applied to principal gage 
readings must agree with (1) the correction used 
for the last day of previously computed record; 
(2) the corrections printed on the current year’s 
primary computation sheet; (3) gage checks by 
levels or by comparison of principal gage. read- 
ings to other readings; and (4) notes concerning 
changes made to the principal gage setting. 
Maintain a chronological list of corrections ap- 
plicable to the principal gage in the format of 
figure 8. After the end of the water year, this 
list will become a paragraph of the station anal- 

Oct. 1, 1979 (0000 hrs) 
-.02 ft 

Nov. 6 (1430 hrs) 
0 

Levels-gage reset 

Dec. 11 (0330 hrs) Surge - ' 
+.05 

most likely time of tangle 

Jan. 3, 1980 (1415 hrs) 

Sept. 30 
0 

Surge chain untangled. Ght rose 

(2400 hrs) 
.05 ft. 

ysis, a document described in a later section of 
this manual. A similar list of corrections for 
gages other than the principal gage (reference 
gage, outside gages, and so forth) is optional. If 
the corrections are complex, plot them in a for- 
mat similar to that in figure 9 and prepare the 
list from the graph. The list must be kept in 
agreement with the last correction used for 
previously computed record. Primary computa- 
tions of current records are normally rerun from 
the original tapes if the datum corrections are 
revised, so accept the previous corrections 
unless they are seriously in error. Be certain 
that the gage-height correction changes by the 
same amount that the principal gage was 
changed and that no change in stage caused by 
cleaning a control or intake is mistaken for a 
gage resetting. When the list of datum and 
gageheight corrections is final, apply the ap- 
propriate correction to every principal gage 
reading entered on a discharge-measurement 
front sheet, graphic-recorder chart, or 
nonrecording-gage observer’s book. The 
WATSTORE User’s Guide (vol. 5) includes in- 
structions for making the corrections to digital 
recorder readings. 

Pen corrections, to compensate for erroneous 
settings or lateral movement and expansion of 
the recorder paper, are computed on the 
graphic-recorder chart and are not otherwise 
documented. Graphic and digital recorders are 

Datum and gage-height corrections 
attached sheet. 

.--Results of levels are summarized on an 
Based on these levels, 

September 30, 1979, 
the datum correction used on 

was straightened, 
notes made when a surge chain at the recorder float 

and gage-height record evidence of the most likely 
time that the surge chain became tangled, the following corrections 
were applied to digital-recorder readings: 

I No corrections were applied to other gages. 

FIGURE S.--List of gageheight cxmectionS- 
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reset as necessary to compensate for the effect 
on the float when oil, used as an antifreeze, is 
added to or removed from the gage well. Oil- 
effect variations, caused by evaporation or 
other loss of oil, are treated as pen corrections 
with graphic recorders but must be included in 
the datum corrections that are listed and ap- 
plied to digital recorder readings. 

List of Discharge 
Measurements 

The tabulation illustrated by figure 10 (form 
9-207) summarizes, in a convenient form, the 
data pertinent to the discharge measurements 
made at a gaging station. The following para- 
graphs outline the procedure for preparing the 
discharge measurements for listing. 

The listing can be continuous from the first 
measursment made at the site, with each meas- 
urement listed only once. A space is left after 
the last measurement in each water year, and 
preferably each calendar year, to separate these 
periods. Listing by wateryear sets, stBrting 
with the last measurement of the previous 
water year on the top line and including the first 
measurement of the next year, is also sa,tisfac- 
tory. Newly available measurements are added 
to the list every time an additional period of 
record is computed. 

Arrange all of the previously unlisted 
dischargemeasurement notes and the hydrog- 
raphers observations of no flow for the c.urrent 
water year in chronological order. Check the 
gage-height record to make certain that all 
measurements are on hand and be sure that the 
indirect measurements are included. Inclusion 
of the first and last observer’s noflow observa- 
tion during each continuous period of no flow is 
optional. 

Make certain that all necessary checking or 
rechecking has been done. Indirect mleasun+ 
.ments ‘must be reviewed by the appropriate 
;speciahst before the results may be usecL Note 
in particular whether the mean or weighted- 
mean gage height has been computed and 
checked for each measurement. Make sure that 
the measurement gage heights and the gage 
height record have been based on the principal 
gage and that any necessary datum and gage 
height, corrections have been applied to both. 
When something was done by the hydrographer 
which caused the gage height to change, such as 
removal of debris from the control or cleaning of 
the intake pipes, list both gage heights and note 
the reason for the change under “Remarks.” 

Be certain that measurement gage Iheights 
and dates have been checked against the gage- 
height record and any discrepancies reconciled. 
Also, number the measurements consecutively 
in chronological order, including all field 
estimates (flow estimates made where condi- 
tions preclude standard discharge measurement 
techniques) and indirect measurements; obser- 
vations of no flow are not numbered. 

After completing the above, the measure- 
menu3 are listed on form 9-207. Listing: not in- 
tended for typing should be done in black ink in 
a marmer such that good, clear prints can be ob 
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FIGURE 10.-I&t of discharge measurements. 

mined. The following steps are used to complete 
the form properly. 

Letter the exact name of the gaging station 
on the top line of each sheet used. Insert the 
gaging-station identification number in the 
space provided on each sheet. 

List all measurements in chronological order, 
using one line for each measurement. Available 
measurements for the following year should be 
listed if they will be used in defining the current 
year’s rating curve or shift adjustments. 

Show the initials and last name of the hydrog- 
rapher making the measurement the first time 
it appears on a page and use only the surname 
or initials wherever it appears again. Dittos 
may be used where appropriate in the “Made 
by” colwnn. If more than one hydrographer was 
present, list the two most appropriate names. 

List the water temperature in degrees Celsius 
and above it the “24-h” time. 

If the measurement was made other than by 

wading, note the method used and the size of 
sounding weight (if used) in the “Remarks” col- 
umn. Use notations such as cable 100 lb, bridge 
75 lb, boat 30 lb, or optical meter. Any unusual 
conditions that might have some effect upon 
the accuracy of the measurement or upon the 
stage-discharge relation should also be listed 
under “Remarks.” Use numerical remarks such 
as “control cross section 40% blocked by grass” 
rather than the less specific “backwater from 
grass.” Any changes made to the control or in- 
take pipes that cause a sudden gage-height 
change and affect the continuity of the gage 
height record must be noted. Brief notes on ice 
conditions should be included here. The gage 
height of zero flow (GZF), when determined, 
should be listed. For indirect measurements, 
show a gage-height determination from the 
flood profile or high-water marks, if available, in 
addition to those obtained from inside or out- 
side gages. Additional cohunns appropriate to - 

b - 
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the station may be added to the form to show 
such data as gage height of zero flow, outside 
gage height, specific conductance, etc., provided 
that adequate space for the “Remarks” is left. 
The shift adjustment and percent difference col- 
umns are left blank until the rating has been 
completed. 

The person listing the measurements places 
his initials and the date near the bottom of each 
sheet. Each item listed on the form must be 
checked, and the checker adds his initials and 
the date to each sheet. 

For each gaging station, high-water measure 
ments above a chosen base gage height may be 
recorded on a separate form 9-207 and carried 
forward from year to year to prevent any meas- 
urement from being overlooked in future 
ratings. Only the date, gage height, discharge, 
method, and accuracy need to be listed on the 
supplemental sheet. 

Discharge Ratings 
The development of the discharge rating is 

one of the principal tasks in computing a dis- 
charge record. The rating is usually the relation 
between gage height and discharge (simple 
rating). Ratings for some special sites involve 
additional factors such as rate of change in 
stage or fall in a slope reach (complex ratings). 
A ratings manual (Kennedy, 1982), is devoted 
entirely to discharge ratings, simple and com- 
plex. The ratings manual also covers such 
fundamental rating analysis techniques such as 
logarithmic plotting; constructing normal and 
offset logarithmic scales; relating logarithmic 
curve shape to the gageheight offset and to 
GZF; using shape curves; approximating loga- 
rithmic rating curves by straight-line segments, 
and using digital descriptors of logarithmic 
rating curves. This manual covers only the 
development of simple ratings for reasonably 
stable channels and does not repeat the explana- 
tions of the fundamentals or special applica- 
tions explained in the ratings manual by Ken- 
nedy (1982). 

A simple rating is developed by (1) plotting 
the relevant discharge measurements and a 
shape curve on a logarithmic workcurve sheet; 
(2) drawing the indicated rating curve; (3) ap 

proximating the curve with a series of straight 
lines and dete rmining its digital descriptors (ex- 
plained in more detail later); (4) preparing a 
rating table from the descriptors or using the 
dlescriptors in a programmable calculator to 
simulate a rating table; (5) computing the varia- 
tions of the discharge measurements frolm the 
rating; (6) revising the rating descriptors to ob- 
tain a better balance of the discharge measure- 
ment variations; and (7) preparing a drafted 
master curve sheet. 

Work-curve sheets 
The actual development of the rating curve is 

normally done in pencil on a logarithmic sheet, 
preferably with enough cycles so that the rating 
curve can be one continuous line. This work- 
sheet may be a print of the previous year’s 
master sheet to eliminate some plotting or a 
fresh sheet prepared for the purpose with a dif- 
fferent gageheight scale offset from the lone on 
the master sheet. The choice depends on the dif- 
:Eerence between the effective GZF and thte next L 
higher foot, or possibly half-foot, and the sen- 
;sitivity of the relation between the scale offset a r 
<and the curvature of the rating. A plotted loga- 
rithmic rating whose lower part is curved may 
require a profusion of descriptors, and if it is 
even slightly concave upward, it will involve 
scalloping, The rating curvature of a logarith- 
mic plot is controlled by varying the sc,ale off- 
set. The lower end of the rating curve is straight 
when the scale offset is the effective GZF, con- 
cave upward when the offset is smaller than 
GZF, and concave downward when the offset is 
larger than GZF. This effect is less pronounced 
as the stage increases, and changing the offset 
by a foot has a negligible effect on rating cur- 
vature at stages above about 3 ft over GZF. In 
general, a print of the previous master curve is a 
satisfactory worksheet if the current curve can 
be plotted on it in one continuous line, the scale 
offset agrees with the previous curve’s offset 
descriptor value, and the new rating will be 
straight or slightly concave downward. Other- 
wise, ‘use a fresh sheet. 

Figure 11 illustrates a workcurve sheet pre 
pared from a standard form 9-279M. The dis- 
charge scale is a “normal” log scale from 
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0.001 ft% (two additional cycles taped in place 
for the discharge range below 0.1 ftYs are not 
shown on figure 11) to 10,000 ft%. The gage 
height scale is offset by 1.2 ft, approximately 
the gage height of zero flow, and is convenient 
for plotting all gage heights below about 2.2 ft. 
The offset scale is too awkward for plotting 
higher values so they are adjusted by subtract- 
ing the scale offset from each gageheight value 
and can then be plotted using the “normal” log 
scale. Gageheight values picked off the normal 
scale must be increased by the offset value 
before use, an inconvenient procedure usually 
used only for worksheets. 

Plot the last rating that was used for pub 
lished record or the shape curve described in the 
rating manual on the worksheet. If a previous 
rating is used for the shape curve and its scale- 
offset descriptor is not the same as the work- 
sheet’s scale offset, consider only the part above 
about 4 ft on the normal scale for merging with 
the new curve. Minor scale&set differences in 
that range have a negligible effect on the dis- 
charge values interpolated between the rating’s 
descriptors. 

Plot all relevant discharge measurements. 
These include the current measurements not 
seriously affected by ice or debris, all recent low 
and medium measurements that apply to the 
current rating, and, if used, all of those on the 
special list of high-water currentmeter and in- 
direct measurements. If the measurement align- 
ment indicates that more than one rating ap 
plies at high or medium stages, use colors to 
distinguish the measurements that apply to 
each rating. If more than one rating in the near- 
zeroflow range is needed and shifting-control 
method is impractical, use a supplemental work- 
sheet for each rating whose GZF and scale off- 
set differs from the others. Examine any meas- 
urements that appear to vary from the general 
trend for errors in discharge or gageheight com- 
putation or for gage malfunction. 

Draw a smooth curve that best averages the 
applicable measurements. If the station is new 
and the shape curve is a synthetic rating (slope 
conveyance, step-backwater, or similar), draw 
the new curve generally parallel to it. Make all 
breaks in the slope of the new curve at the same 
gage heights as the breaks in the shape curve. 
Draw the curve only as high as the maximum 

recorded stage. If the shape curve is a previ- 
ously used rating, merge the new curve with the 
shape curve at as low a gage height as the data 
and judgment permit. High-water ratings 
should include all relevant measurements, and 
once a high-water rating extension is made, it 
should be continued in use until strong support- 
ing data indicates the need for a change. Then, 
the published records must be revised as neces- 
sary to reflect the revised extension. Rating 
extensions based only on a different hydrog- 
rapher’s opinion, especially extensions con- 
sidered too weakly based to warrant revision of 
past records, should be avoided. Minor high- 
water extension revisions, such as the one illus- 
trated in figure 11, require no revisions to past 
records. If the low-water measurements scatter 
due to varying amounts of aqueous growth or 
debris on the control, draw the curve to the 
right of the scatter and close to the measure 
ments made while the control was clean. If 
measurement scatter reflects scour and fill at an 
unstable control, draw the curve near the mid- 
dle of the scatter and close to measurements 
whose GZF is close to the scale offset used. If 
the lower part of the curve is concave upward, 
use a larger scale offset to straighten the curve 
or make it concave downward and avoid the 
scalloping described in the ratings manual. 
When the curve looks satisfactory, approximate 
it with a series of straight lines and pick off the 
digital descriptors (see the ratings manual). 
Fewer than 15 segments are adequate for most 
ratings, but as many as 29 can be used. 

The rating is considered tentative until the 
percent differences and shift adjustments 
(discussed in greater detail later) are computed 
and found to be satisfactory. Graphical rating 
analysis, especially for high-slope rating parts, 
is subject to significant drafting errors. The 
graphically defined rating descriptors may need 
some adjustment to improve the balance of the 
percent differences. The percent differences can 
be computed from a rating table, described in 
the following section, or more conveniently by 
entering the descriptors in an appropriately pro- 
grammed calculator. Then, the descriptors can 
be modified as necessary to make the rating 
final. The workcurve sheet is preserved for as 
long as it has use for future rating analysis, 
after which it may be discarded. 
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FIGURE 1 l.-Logarithmilc work-curve sheet. 

Rating tables 
A rating table similar to the one in figure 12A 

(one-hundredth-foot expansion) or 12B (one 
tenth-foot expansion) can be prepared automati- 
cally from the descriptors by using the 
WATSTORE “RATLIST” (automatically pre 
pared rating tables) program. The variety of 
RATLIST output formats and their input re 
quirements are described in the WATSTORE 
User’s Guide. (vol. 1). The rating table can also 
be prepared manually on a standard form 9-230 
from the worksheet curve. This is a time 
consuming operation that produces a table with 
serious shortcomings for ADP use and is not 
normally recommended. Some programmable 
calculators can be programmed for logarithmic 
interpolation to serve as a substitute for a 
rating table. The necessary programs, on 
magnetic cards, for some handheld calculators 
can be obtained from USGS offices. The rating 
descriptors can be stored in the calculator, so 

that entering a gage height or discharge causes 
,the corresponding discharge or gage height to 
be dit3played. Descriptors in the calculator 
storage can be changed at wilJ until thiey are 
satisfactory for the final table. 

Rating tables are numbered chronolclgically 
by dates of use. The approximate date of the 
change from one rating to another is usually ap- 
parent from the dates of measureme& that 
define each rating, and the date of the event 
that most likely caused the change. If the 
shifting-control method is used, the starting 
date of a rating is not critical and sometimes it 
can be moved to a convenient date such as the 
start of a water year. Enter the appropriate 
starting and ending dates in the space provided 
on the rating tables. Use of the blanks on the 
rating table sheet to indicate the basis for the 
rating and its degree of definition is recom- 
mended for stable ratings used for a ;year or 
longer and is optional for unstable ratings. 

The final rating table should be checked by 
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FIGURE ll.-Logarithmic worksurve sheet-Continued. 

someone not involved in the original computa- 
tion. Check to make certain that the correct 
descriptors, especially the offset, were used to 
prepare the table, that it covers the entire range 
of stage, and that the handwritten entries (dates 
of use, etc.) are correct and have also been 
entered on the previous rating table. The 
checker should always assure that older 
medium- and high-water discharge measure- 
ments are included in the rating analysis. In- 
itials of the person doing the original computa- 
tions and the checker must be shown with the 
dates of the work. 

Percent differences and shift 
adjustments 

At a stream-gaging station, a certain section 
below the gage controls the relation of gage 
height to discharge. This may be a rock riffle, a 

sand or gravel bar, a natural constricted sec- 
tion, a dam, weir, or flume, or it may be a 
stretch of the channel where the channel slope 
and friction of bed and banks are the controlling 
hydraulic parameters. When this section, called 
the control, is permanent or unchanging, there 
will normally be the same amount of water pass- 
ing the gage for a given gage height. This 
seldom happens in nature. The sand bar, gravel 
bed, or drift pile that comprises the control may 
change during flood periods, debris may be 
piled on rock riffles, and aquatic vegetation, silt, 
and drift may accumulate in channels, on and 
behind dams, and in flumes. 

All of these control changes are reflected in 
the plotting position of the discharge measure 
ments on the rating curve. Theoretically, a new 
curve should be drawn following each one of 
these changes. However, instead of drawing 
new curves for each change in the stage 
discharge relation, the shifting-control method 
is used in which a correction, called a shift 
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FIGURE 12.-Automatically prepad rating tables (RATLISI’). 
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Refer to the list of discharge measuremeuts in 
figure 10. Two columns in the center of the form 
were left blank when measurements were listed. 
At the top of these two columns is “Rating 
-” and the individual column headings are 
“Shift adj.” and “Percent diff.” Place the 
number of the rating table used in the space en- 
titled “Rating -.” If a change in rating oc- 
curs between two measurements listed in the 
body of form 9-207, draw a heavy line across 
these two columns below the last measurement 
applying to the prior rating table and write the 
number of the new table just below. Compute, 
to onehundredth of a foot, the gage height from 
the rating table which would produce the dis- 
charge shown on the measurment or as close to 
the measured discharge as possible. The differ- 
ence between this computed gage height and 
the gage height of the measurement is the shift. 
If the computed gage height is greater than 
that of the measurement, the shift is plus; if it is 
less, the shift is minus. This should be checked 
with the curve according to the following cri- 
t&on. If the plotted measurement is above or 
to the left, the shift is minus; if it is below or to 
the right, the shift is plus. Frequently, errors in 
shift, plotting of points, and location of rating 
curves are picked up from this check. 

Percent difference is not shown on form 9-207 
for measurements with shift adjustments given 
full weight (that is, the shift used is the actual 
shift indicated by the measurement to the near- 
est 0.01 ft). For those given less than full 
weight, both the shifts used and the percent dif- 
ferences from the rating (after application of 
these shifts) are shown. 

A discharge measurement is subject to instru- 
mental and sampling errors that cause a stand- 
ard deviation of about 4 percent (0.6 method) or 
2.5 percent (0.2 and 0.8 method) in a 25-section 
measurement according to a study by Carter 
and Anderson (1963). Additional errors that are 
related to the site conditions and the hydrog- 
rapher’s experience make the total error range 
of most measurements about 5 percent. For this 
reason, the shiftingcontrol method is rarely 
used for series of measurements that plot within 
5 percent of the rating curve. Therefore, one 
should compute actual percent differences with- 
out shifts before computing any shift adjusb 

ments. If all measurements are within 5 percent 
and plot on both sides of the rating, computing 
shifts is unnecessary except in special cases 
where greater refinement may be warranted. On 
the other hand, if a series of measurements dur- 
ing a year plot within about 5 percent and are all 
on the same side of the curve, one should con- 
sider shifting to all of them, drawing a new 
curve, or using the same shift throughout the 
year and recomputing the percentages. The 
hydrographer in charge normally decides 
whether shifts will be applied, the old rating 
continued in use without shifts, or a new rating 
drawn. Sometimes a combination of all three 
procedures will be used for various periods 
through the year; however, similar periods 
should be treated the same way. 

To compute a percent difference, obtain the 
discharge for the gage height (shifted-gage 
height if a shift is applied but not given full 
weight) of the measurement from the rating 
table, carrying the discharge to the same 
number of significant figures as is listed in the 
“discharge” column (measured discharge) on 
form 9-207. Divide the difference between the 
measured and the table discharge by the table 
discharge and multiply the result by 100. Carry 
the difference to the nearest one-tenth of a 
percent. 

For iceaffected measurements, record “ice” 
in the percent difference column. For a measure 
ment that was disregarded, write “NOT 
USED” across the shift and percent difference 
columns. The reasons for disregarding a meas- 
urement must be valid and fully explained in 
the station analysis. They should be limited to 
such items as equipment malfunction, gross er- 
rors in width or depth, or possibly the hydrog- 
rapher’s inexperience. Unexplained variation 
from the rating is not a valid reason. 

In computing shifts for measurements with 
rapidly changing stage (greater than 0.1 ft dur- 
ing measurement), see that the weighted-mean 
gage height has been computed correctly. 

The checker verifies the arithmetic of the 
computed shifts and percentage differences 
paying particular attention to the plus and 
minus signs. It is very easy to err in the sign of 
a shift, and too often a station record must be 
revised after computation because shifts have 
been applied in the wrong direction. One 
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method to check the sign of the shifts is to add 
the shift adjustment algebraically to the gage 
height of the measurement and enter the rating 
table at the adjusted gage height; if the rating 
discharge at that point equals the measured dis- 
charge, the shift has been computed correctly. 

If the percent differences are reasonably well 
balanced (about as many plus as minus) and the 
shift adjustments are satisfactory, the rating 
may be considered final and ready for use in 
computing the record. The hydrographers re- 
sponsible for analyzing and checking the rating 
should initial the table in the space provided. 
Compare the high-water part of the new rating 
to the prior rating to check the need for revising 
past records. 

Master curve sheets 

A master curve sheet, usually hand drawn 
and neatly lettered in ink on a standard form, is 
used for the permanent record and to make 
copies for field and office use. A variety of 
standard forms is available, large and small, 
logarithmic or rectangular, and combination 
log-rectangular. Some forms are reverse printed 
for ease of erasing and for superior diazo copies. 
Others are front printed for the best electro 
static reproduction. Figure 13 illustrates one 
type of master curve sheet, prepared from the 
figure 11 worksheet and plotted on a combina- 
tion sheet (standard form 9-279-S or P). Note 
that the use of a 1.0~ft gageheight scale offset 
instead of the 1.2~ft offset used in the descriptor 
makes the plotting simpler. However, this 
change makes the curve segments between the 
descriptor coordinate points bend slightly. The 
curvature is not apparent in the parts of the 
rating above 10 ft% in figure 13 but would 
cause scalloping at lower flows if the 1.0~ft scale 
offset were used on the worksheet. 

Select an appropriate standard form for the 
master sheet, no larger than necessary to illus- 
trate the rating. Logarithmic sheets are best for 
narrow-range ratings, and combination log 
rectangular sheets are usually preferable for 
ratings that extend down to zero flow. With a 
combination sheet, a log scale different from the 
one on the worksheet can be used for best place 
ment of the main curve on the sheet and for 

scale simplicity. Some hydrographers prefer to 
use the normal log scales for all curves which, if 
used, should be prominently titled “Gage 
height, in feet-(offset) feet.” 

Choose the scales for the rectangular portion 
of a combination sheet to provide some overlap 
with the log curve and to insure that each prin- 
cipal grid division is a multiple of 1, 2, or 5 and 
not 2.5 or 4. A scale that permits GZF to be 
plotted is desirable. 

Plot all measurements made during the water 
year, others that were used to define the rating, 
and ah high-water measurements ever made at 
the site, Such drafting details as circle size, flag 
angle and length, and marginal informalion are 
matters of district or personal preferenoe. Each 
measurement may be plotted only once when a 
log-rectangular combination sheet is used, us- 
ing the log plot for measurements that fit and 
the rectangular plot for the rest. Additional 
measurement plotting on the rectangular part 
of the sheet is optional. 

The part of the highest rating ever used for a 
published record at the station, that extends 
above the current rating, should be plotted as a 
dashed line to indicate the relation of the cur- 
rent curve to previous ratings. If a special high- 
water rating was prepared for flood-forrxasting 
use by another agency, plot its curve with a dis- 
tinctive line to indicate any need for updating as 
additional high-water measurements become 
available. 

Identify each curve with its table number, 
and list the tables and their dates of use for final 
records (not primary computations). Tabulate 
the information concerning years, measurement 
numbers, and extremes in the spaces provided 
so that the criteria for omitting measurements 
from the plot is clear. 

IManual Computation of 
Gage-Height Recorld 

The computation of the gageheight record 
from a digital recorder is incidental to the auto- 
matic discharge record computation by an ADP 
program, and its discussion is included under 
“Computation of Discharge Record.” Gage 
height record computation is a separate step in 
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